Tendons are tough, flexible, and ubiquitous tissues that connect muscle to bone. Tendon injuries are a common musculoskeletal injury, which affect 7% of all patients and are involved in up to 50% of sportsrelated injuries in the United States. Various imaging modalities are used to evaluate tendons, and both magnetic resonance imaging and sonography are used clinically to evaluate tendons with non-invasive and non-ionizing radiation. However, these modalities cannot provide 3-dimensional (3D) structural images and are limited by angle dependency. In addition, anisotropy is an artifact that is unique to the musculoskeletal system. Thus, great care should be taken during tendon imaging. The present study evaluated a functional photoacoustic microscopy system for in-vivo tendon imaging without labeling. Tendons have a higher density of type 1 collagen in a cross-linked triple-helical formation (65-80% dryweight collagen and 1-2% elastin in a proteoglycan-water matrix) than other tissues, which provides clear endogenous absorption contrast in the near-infrared spectrum. Therefore, photoacoustic imaging with a high sensitivity to absorption contrast is a powerful tool for label-free imaging of tendons. A pulsed near-infrared fiber-based laser with a centered wavelength of 780 nm was used for the imaging, and this system successfully provided a 3D image of mouse tendons with a wide field of view (5 × 5 mm 2 ).
Tendons are tough, flexible, and ubiquitous tissues that connect muscle to bone and transfer the force that is generated by muscle movement to the bone 1 . For example, muscle contraction pulls the tendon and transfers force to the connected bone. Thus, tendons play an important role in muscle-bone control of the body. Tendon injuries are a common musculoskeletal injury that affect 7% of all patients and are involved in up to 50% of sports-related injuries in the United States [2] [3] [4] . Various imaging modalities can be used to obtain tendon images, and both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [5] [6] [7] [8] and sonography 8, 9 are used clinically for tendon imaging with non-invasive and non-ionizing radiation. In addition, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been used for tendon imaging in preclinical studies 10, 11 . In the MRI sequences, normal tendons have low signal intensity because the alignment of water and collagen molecules in the tendon structure generates dipole interactions that considerably shorten the T 2 relaxation time to 1-2 ms [12] [13] [14] . In addition, tendons generate a characteristic angle-dependent MRI signal. The T 2 begins to increase when the angle between the tendon and the magnetic field is above 20° and maximized around 55° (the "magic angle" phenomenon) During sonographic tendon imaging, sound waves reflect back to the ultrasound transducer from the collagen fiber bundles of the tendon. This generates echogenic parallel lines in the longitudinal plane and multiple echogenic dots in the transverse plane 20 . When imaging tendons, the ultrasound beam should be perpendicular to the collagen fibers, and even a 2° deviation can eliminate the sonographic image and potentially lead to a misinterpreted diagnosis 20 . This artifact is called anisotropy and is unique to the musculoskeletal system. Therefore, great care should be taken during sonographic imaging of tendons that are not parallel to the skin's surface.
An OCT system is a noninvasive optical imaging technique for performing high-resolution (micrometer) cross-sectional in-vivo imaging. The intensity OCT image can provide structural tomographic information of the biological tissues, although it is difficult to classify the boundary of tissues when they have a low difference of refractive index. Tendons are surrounded with other tissues, such as the dermis and muscle, which are closely located and have a small difference of refractive index. Therefore, the boundaries of the tendons are not clearly shown in an OCT image of the musculoskeletal system 10 . The polarization sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) system, which is one of the functional OCT modalities, is conceived to image the polarization properties of biological tissue based on polarization-sensitive detection. High birefringence of the collagen bundle and fibrillose structure of the tendon makes a difference in the propagation constant of each polarized light that passes through the biological tissue. The PS-OCT system can measure the tiny difference of the propagation properties by measuring the phase difference of the polarization components and obtain functional OCT images of the tendon tissue 10, 11 . However, the PS-OCT system is challenging to apply to in-vivo tendon tomography because of its imaging depth limitation. A strong turbid and randomly polarized media (e.g., the epidermis and dermis) interrupt to maintain the polarization information obtained from the deep tendon structure.
The photoacoustic (PA) imaging system is a recently developed and promising hybrid microscopic imaging technique [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . During PA imaging, a short-pulse laser irradiates the target tissues, which have optical absorption in the wavelength of the laser, undergo both spatial and temporal thermo-elastic expansion, and generates broadband ultrasound waves. The PA images can be obtained with signal filtering and data processing of the detected ultrasound signals. Many types of PA imaging systems have been developed for vascular imaging, blood oxygen saturation (SO 2 ) mapping, and brain activity mapping by using endogenous absorption contrast of biological chromophores, such as hemoglobin, melanoma, and lipid [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In addition, many researches have been showed the potential for clinical application by using point-of-care system, handheld probe, volumetric temperature mapping and all-optical ultrasound transducer array [28] [29] [30] [31] .
In the present study, we investigated the optical absorption property of tendon and developed in-vivo label-free PA microscopy (PAM) system using high absorption wavelength of the tendon. Tendons have a high density of type 1 collagen arranged in a cross-linked triple-helical formation compared to other tissues, with a dry mass of 65-86% collagen and 1-2% elastin, which is embedded in a proteoglycan-water matrix 32 . The collagen provides a striking endogenous absorption contrast in the near-infrared (NIR) spectrum [33] [34] [35] . We used a 780-nm pulsed laser matched with the absorption property of the tendon. The fiber laser is used for the light source of the PAM, which can enhance stability, accessibility, selectivity, and acquisition time of the imaging system 36 . We successfully obtained in-vivo label-free tendon PA images of mice with a wide field of view (FOV; 5 × 5 mm 2 ).
Results
Characteristics of the tendons. Figure 1a shows a mouse's tail after skin removal, and Fig. 1b shows the absorption spectrum of tendon in the NIR spectrum. The NIR spectral region (approximately 650-950 nm) or "optical window" has deep photon penetration due to relatively high transparency and reduced scattering 37, 38 . Some critical chromophores exhibit different absorption properties in the NIR spectrum, such as oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-hemoglobin, cytochrome oxidase, lipid, melanin, and collagen 34 . The absorption coefficient of the collagen is almost 30 times higher than other chromophore such as Hb, HbO 2 and lipid at 780 nm region 34 (Supplementary Figure S1) . To verify that tendon mainly consists of the collagen, we obtained the absorption spectrum of the tendon after extracting from mouse tail (See method). As shown in Fig. 1b , the tendon has an absorption spectrum similar to that of collagen because the tendon predominantly consists of collagen 33, 34 . In addition, the mature tendons are poorly vascularized which means low blood vessels in the tendon region. A nutrition of tendon is more reliant on synovial fluid diffusion than vascular perfusion 39 . Although the absorption coefficient of collagen is higher at the shorter wavelength than 780 nm, the absorption of the melanin becomes higher and close to value of collagen at this region. Similarly, the absorption coefficient of lipid becomes higher at the longer wavelength region 34 . Therefore, the wavelength of 780 nm, which has higher tendon absorption than other chromophores, was selected for the label-free tendon PAM imaging system.
The PAM system for in-vivo tendon imaging was performed using the tail of a nude mouse (Balb/C, 4-5 weeks old, approximately 20 g). Figure 1c ,d show PA images of a mouse tail for enface and depth-resolved image, respectively, and that the PA signals were selectively generated from the tendon region. The OCT images were obtained with the same sample for both ex vivo (after skin removal) and in-vivo (Supplementary Figure S2) . As we expected, the tendon regions are not clearly shown in the OCT image because this modality lacks selectivity for imaging tendons. Figure 2a shows a stained image of a mouse tail at the dorsal region. Figure 2b ,c show cross-sectional images of a mouse tail before and after skin removal, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 (a-c), four tendon bundles are located between the dermis layer of the skin and muscles in the mouse tail (two in the dorsal region and two in the ventral region). Compared to Figs 1a and 2(a-c), the proposed PAM system appears to provide high-contrast tendon images without labeling. Unlike other commercial tendon imaging modalities (e.g., MRI or sonography), the PAM system provides depth-resolved 3D images of the tendon with minimizing angle dependency (Supplementary Video S1). The measured FOV was 5 × 5 mm 2 along the X and Y axes, and the axial and lateral
The 1560-nm pulsed fiber laser. For the proposed PAM system, we used a 1560 nm pulsed fiber laser, which lacks a high-gain medium at 780 nm. Figure 3a shows the schematic for the laser source, which is an all-optical fiber system that consists of a direct modulated laser diode (LD)/semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) combination seeder, dual-stage single mode Er-doped fiber pre-amplifier (SM EDFA), an Er/Yb co-doped double-clad fiber (Er/Yb-DCF) booster amplifier, and Er-doped double-clad fiber (Er-DCF) power amplifier. A 1560 nm distributed feedback LD followed by an SOA was used as the seeder. The seed pulses are delivered to the dual-stage SM EDFA, which is core-pumped by two 980 nm SM pump laser diodes (PLDs) through wavelength division multiplexer couplers. The pre-amplified pulses have a pulse energy that ranges from 2.2 μJ at 25 kHz to 4.2 μJ at 5 kHz and a spectrum width of <0.05 nm when approximately 1.8 ns seed pulses are injected at a pulse repetition rate (PRR) of 5-25 kHz. The pre-amplified pulses are further amplified in a 1.2 m multimode Er/Yb-DCF with a 23 μm core diameter. The amplified pulse energy is restricted to approximately 10 μJ at all PRRs, based on the peak power handling limit of the optical isolator after the booster amplifier. The pulses have a narrower pulse width (1.1-1.3 ns) than the seed pulse width, which is attributable to the pulse-shaping effects of gain saturation in the fiber amplifiers 40 . The power amplifier is based on a large-core 6.5 m multimode Er-DCF with a 70 μm core diameter and an approximately 1.6 dB/m peak cladding absorption at 980 nm. Figure 3b shows the total output power of the final pulse source at PRRs of 5-25 kHz, against a pump power that is coupled to the Er-DCF. A maximum power of up to 12.9 W was achieved at a PRR of 25 kHz under a pump power of 62.6 W. The output power was stable, with root-mean-square fluctuation of <1% when the average power was monitored for 30 minutes. The measured power intrinsically includes background amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which can be easily calculated by subtracting the corresponding pulse average power (pulse energy × PRR) from the measured output power. For example, the measured pulse energy was 462 μJ when the source emitted the maximum output power of 12.9 W at a PRR of 25 kHz, which corresponds to a background ASE of 1.35 W or 10.5% of the output power. Figure 3c ,d show the recorded pulse waveforms and optical spectra with three different pulse energies at a PRR of 10 kHz. Substantial waveform distortion and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) growth were observed at a pulse peak power of >450 kW, which corresponds to an approximate pulse energy of >450 μJ. The source eventually generated pulses with a maximum peak power of 450 kW at a PRR of 25 kHz under the maximum pump power of 62.6 W. The pulses had a pulse width of approximately 0.8 ns, 3 dB linewidth of about 0.4 nm, and a little SRS (Supplementary Figure S3(a) ). Similar pulses with the same peak power could be obtained at other PRRs (5-20 kHz) with the reduced pump power.
Photoacoustic microscopy system with the 780 nm pulsed laser. Figure 4a shows the experimental schematic for the label-free PAM system for in-vivo tendon imaging. To exploit the high optical absorption of tendons, a high-power infrared fiber laser and second harmonic generation (SHG) method were used for the optical source 41 . The pulsed fiber laser had a center wavelength of 1560 nm, an output power of 4.5 W, a pulse width of approximately 0.8 ns, PRR of 10 kHz, and maximum energy of 450 μJ before the SHG module. For the SHG module, a polarization beam splitter was used to match the polarization states between the input beam and a crystal. An anti-reflection coated plano-convex lens with a focal length of 75 mm was used to focus the 1560 nm laser onto the crystal (20 mm PPMgO: CLN), and an additional plano-convex lens with a 75 mm focal length was used for light collimation. Two dichroic mirrors were used to separate the beams with wavelengths of 780 nm and 1560 nm. The measured maximum output power of the SHG beam was 500 mW, and the relative pulse energy was 50 μJ after the two dichroic mirrors (Supplementary Figure S3(b) ). The output NIR pulse laser was focused using a 780 nm coated doublet lens with a focal length of 75 mm, and the confocal position of an ultrasound transducer (UST) was determined using an acoustic lens with a focal length of 11 mm (Supplementary Figure S4) . The PA signals generated from the target sample were obtained by UST, which has a central frequency of 30 MHz and a bandwidth of 20.04 MHz.
We developed acoustic-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM) system for tendon imaging because the 1560 nm pulsed laser shows multi-modal properties. The AR-PAM comprises a focused UST and a weakly focused light beam, therefore, a lateral resolution of the system is lower than optical-resolution PAM (OR-PAM). However, the AR-PAM can detect more deeply located target than OR-PAM which is more suitable for tendon imaging.
To verify the performance of the proposed PAM system with the 780 nm laser source, we prepared a tungsten wire with a thickness of 30 μm and a sharp blade for axial and lateral resolution, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4b , the axial resolution was estimated to be 42.83 μm. A theoretical axial resolution was determined based on the bandwidth of the ultrasonic transducer, as follows if the impulse response of the UST has a Gaussian envelope: Ra ≈ 0.88 × c/B = 39.45 μm, where Ra is the axial resolution, c is the speed of sound, B is the acoustic −6 dB bandwidth, and the center frequency of the UST is 30 MHz. The SNR of the PAM system was 37 dB. The lateral resolution was obtained using the line spread function, which is the first-order derivative of the edge spread function, as shown in Fig. 4c . The full-width half-maximum of the line spread function indicated that the lateral resolution was 78.58 μm. As the 1560 nm fiber laser is based on the multi-mode fiber amplification for high pulse energy over 450 μJ, the beam profile of the 780 nm laser shows multi-modal properties, which is difficult to achieve with high lateral resolution. For fast axis scanning, the voice coil motor was applied to the system, and a slow axis scanning was achieved by using the linear servo stage. In our system, these high load scanning stages and high current driver for the PAM system could cause unwanted ambient noise with periodic strength over time. We removed the noise using a quasi-periodic noise removal method (Supplementary Figure S5) 42 . The PAM data were obtained with 2000 × 500 × 500 voxels per volume dataset matched with the scanning range over 7.5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm. Label-free in-vivo tendon imaging. In the present study, we generated in-vivo images of the mouse paw to provide a model with potential clinical application. Figure 5a shows a photograph of the paw region after removal of the skin, and Fig. 5(b-f) show the various label-free tendon PA images with the mouse paw in various orientations. When the illuminated laser beams are focused on the skin surface region, we observed unexpected PA signals from the skin area, as shown in Fig. 4b . Collagens in the dermis layer can contribute to generating the PA signals when the laser beams are tightly focused at the skin (glands, Fig. 2a) . To obtain a high-sensitive tendon PA image, as shown in Fig. 4c , additional image processes were required to segment PA images between dermis and tendon layers. The tendons were located under the dermis of the mouse skin (separated by several hundred microns), which suggests that the PA signals from different tissues can be classified according to the depth. We controlled the focal depth of the beam around the tendon depth region to maximize the signal amplitude from the tendon region and to simplify the image segmentation process. As shown in Fig. 5(d-f) , the PA images were obtained with high sensitivity to tendons. Since the proposed tendon imaging system does not have any angle dependency between the illuminated laser beam and the sample's structural orientation, the obtained PA images did not show any signal fluctuation from the angle and position dependency of the tendon orientation change unlike sonography and MRI [14] [15] [16] [17] 20 . Therefore, we successfully reconstructed the 3D in-vivo tendon images of the mouse paw (Supplementary Video S2), ankle, and paw/ankle in a wild mice model study.
Discussion
We described the label-free PAM system for in-vivo tendon imaging using a 780 nm fiber-based pulsed laser. The proposed method was demonstrated using a tail, paw, and ankle in a mouse model. The PA image of the in vivo study demonstrated that the structural details in the region of a tendon could be clearly classified from other structures (e.g., the epidermis, dermis, glands, and muscle). This modality is based on the light absorption property of the collagen and has been shown to select the tendon structural information without additionally labeling material injection and the angle dependency between the illuminating laser beams and the tendon orientations.
High-resolution imaging of tendons plays an important role in orthopedics because many patients have a tendon injury, especially up to 50% of sports-related persons. We expect that our PAM system, which is highly sensitive for tendon imaging, can provide an objective indicator for tendon injury. Although the PA signals are generated from the dermis layer, the tendon region can be easily classified by the image depth level or by controlling the focal position. Further study of the following is needed to improve the system: (1) use of a high-numerical-aperture lens in the sample probe and a single-mode fiber laser to improve lateral resolution, (2) enhancement of the imaging speed using a UST array or high-speed beam scanning methods, (3) enhancement of the imaging depth by using photoacoustic tomographic regime, and (4) monitoring of the healing process to determine any changes in the injured tendons.
Methods
Absorption spectrum of the tendons. Diffuse reflectance spectra of prepared tendons were recorded at 650-1100 nm using a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu) with an integrating sphere. To obtain the absorption spectrum, we extracted the tail tendon after sacrificing a single nude mouse. The tendon is polished to powder state before measurement. The calibration process for the diffuse reflectance measurements was performed using BaSO 4 as the reference material. The reflectance spectra were subsequently converted into absorbance using the Kubelka-Munk function 43 .
The 1560-nm fiber laser. The fiber laser uses a master oscillator power amplifier configuration that is composed of a direct modulated LD/SOA combination seeder and Er-doped fiber amplifier chains. The LD and SOA are synchronized and current-modulated with a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor differential switching driver. By adjusting the time delay between the LD and SOA, the seeder can generate pulses with a shorter duration than the pulse duration of the driving current. The Er/Yb DCF is forward-pumped using a 980 nm multimode PLD through a multimode pump/signal combiner. The Er-DCF is backward-pumped by six 980 nm multi-mode LDs through a (6 + 1) × 1 signal/pump combiner, which provides a maximum coupled pump power of 62.6 W. A pump stripper is used to eliminate residual pump power, and the pump protectors are inserted to prevent failure of the PLDs because of the backward high-peak power pulses. The pulse peak power can be determined from the pulse energy and pulse waveform by equating the pulse energy to the integral under the pulse waveform (roughly corresponding to the pulse width) 44 . The pulse waveform was measured using a high-speed InGaAs detector (Thorlabs Inc.), and the peak waveform values were proportional to the calculated pulse peak power until the peak power reached approximately 450 kW in the full range of the PRR. For a peak power over 450 kW, the recorded waveform was distorted from the true pulse shape because the high-peak power in the fiber induced significant SRS at an approximate wavelength of 1670 nm (the detector has poor responsivity at wavelengths of >1650 nm) 45 .
Second harmonic generation. The nonlinear crystal (PPMgO: CLN, HC Photonics) for the SHG had a length of 20 mm, width of 1.4 mm, and height of 1 mm, with an operating temperature of 112.8 °C for generating a wavelength of 780 nm. The input beam was perpendicularly polarized using a polarization beam splitter (PBS) entered into the crystal, and the related polarized output beam was generated at a wavelength of 780 nm. The pulse energy of the 1560-nm laser after PBS (before it was entered into the crystal) is about 200 μJ, and the obtained SHG efficiency is approximately 25% for our system. Photoacoustic microscopy system. The polarization beam splitter (47-779, Edmund Optics), prism (32-544, Edmund Optics), and acoustic lens (45-913, Edmund Optics) were immersed in the ultrasound transducer (30 MHz, Olympus NDT) for ultrasound coupling. The focusing lens (doublet lens, Thorlabs, Inc.) had a focal length of 75 mm and was located above the prism. The acoustic and optical axes were maintained in confocal alignment along the entire FOV, which provides a high SNR (Supplementary Figure S4(b) ). The trigger signals from the fiber laser initiate the scanning stages and PA signal acquisition. Fast and slow axes scanning were performed using a voice coil stage (MGV84-AVM90-30, Akribis Systems, Inc.) and a linear DC-servo stage, respectively. The PA signals were amplified using an RF amplifier (ZFL-500LN-BNC, 24 dB gain, Mini-Circuit) and converted into digital signals using a digitizer at 100 MS/s (ATS9350, Alazartech, Inc.). The data acquisition software was developed in LabVIEW (National Instrument) with 2000 × 500 × 500 voxels per volume dataset. The data analysis was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.). As the tendons have enough optical absorption at the 780 nm wavelength, we obtained PA images of the tendons without averaging the multiple acquired signals. The final 3D volumetric images were rendered using commercial software Amira (FEI Visualization Sciences Group). The 3D images have a FOV of 5 × 5 mm 2 at an acquisition depth of 7.5 mm. The effective depth limit of the sample is approximately 2 mm because of the high absorption at the dermis and tendon.
Data processing. The quasi-periodic noise removal method is focused on the removal of signals that have a strong spectral amplitude. The filtering result is obtained by 2-dimensional (2D) median filter in the frequency domain and can be expressed as: where X is the spectral amplitude of the signal, X is the resultant spectrum, i j ( , ) is the coordinate of the signal, … MED ( ) is the 2D median value calculation, and Θ is the threshold value 42 . The periodic noises with strong spectral amplitude over the threshold in the frequency domain are replaced by the median value of the adjacent spectral signal, and the signals that do not exceed the threshold are preserved.
Histologic analysis. Tail tissues of the nude mice were placed in 2% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline for 30 minutes before mounting in Tissue-Tek OCT compound (Fisher Scientific) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen samples were cryosectioned (20 µm per slice) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The stained tissues were captured by a microscope slide scanner (3D HISTECH, Ltd.).
Optical coherence tomography system. A swept-source OCT system was used to obtain tomographic in vivo and ex vivo images of a mouse tail. The central wavelength of the swept source (Axsun, Inc.) was 1310 nm, and the incident power at the sample was 2 mW. The OCT system has an axial resolution of 8.9 μm and a frame rate of 80 frames/s for 500 A-lines per frame 46 . All volumetric data (500 × 500 × 700 pixels) were rendered using the commercial software Amira (FEI Visualization Sciences Group). were used for the in vivo imaging. All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the protocols that were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committees of the Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST-IACUC-2015-89). The pulsed laser illumination energy on the skin surface was below the ANSI limitation of 28.9 mJ/cm 2 for a wavelength of 780 nm 47 .
